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Figure 1: Almost everyone has heard a song at one time or another.

Why Write a Song?
It’s a good question.
Simply put, it’s one of the very best ways we humans have
invented to express complex ideas.1 You might write a song to convey
distress (“Help, There Are Ants Crawling All Over My Body”), celebrate
the joys of the holiday season (“Help, There Are Ants Crawling All Over
My Body”), or to communicate with people in distant lands (“Aide, Il Y A
Des Ants Qui Crawling Partout Dans Mon Body”).

“But Can I Write a Song?”
“Yes!”
...is the answer to that question, and maybe even more
questions. Don’t believe me? Fine. But the fact is that I have
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The others are screaming, sobbing, and knitting.

personally used the method outlined below to write not one, not two,
but up to three complete songs. Four, actually, if you count my
inspirational world-music hit (“Das Hilarious Burping Song”) but my
colleagues have asked me to never sing/mention that one again, so
we’ll call it three.
“But Eli,” you might say, “you’ve written three songs, and I
haven’t even written one! What have you got, some kind of magic songwriting wand?” Yes, I do, but in “real-world” terms it’s been a
disappointment. I wave it and wave it and wave it and I only ever got
one song out of it, and it wasn’t even my best one.2

Figure 2: No!

No, the rest came from agonizing, sweaty, muscular hard-ish work. But
if you’re willing to try a little of your own agonizing, well, so am I. So:
how about it? Let’s get started!
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See: “Das Hilarious Burping Song”

Figure 3: A songwriter in typical "Adult Contemporary" dress

The Tools For the Job
Any craftsman will tell you: “you need the right tools for the
job.” This is so true. What if you asked a carpenter to build you a chair,
but gave him a shovel instead of a hammer? He’d probably cry, or
scream. So, before we start on our songwriting “journey,” we need to
make sure we’re properly equipped.
The first and most important investment you need to make in
your songwriting career is: the correct attire. So many otherwise
promising songs end in tragedy because they were written in unmusical
clothes. Why is this important? Well, would you ask a plumber to fix
your pipes if she’s dressed like a priest? No, you wouldn’t. Nobody
would! Quick, let’s see what you’re wearing right now: you might be
dressed for the office, or the country club. That’s all wrong! Nobody
wants a song written like that. But don’t ask me, ask the plumber
dressed like a priest, if you can find her! You can’t, because she’s
probably dead.
So what are the correct clothes? Some experts insist on
traditional songwriting dress consisting of boots, tights, cape, lacy shirt,
and ceremonial sword. This obviously works for some [Bono,
Springsteen], while others choose to go “bare-bones” and omit all but
cape and sword [Schubert, Mussolini]. I prefer a simple leotard with
one of those sweatshirts that has the collar torn out, so that it slips
down over the shoulder. Hair should be worn shoulder-length, and
conditioned with scented oils; otherwise a simple tiara works for most
situations.

Figure 4: A display of musicallycorrect hair

Different Types of Songs
Now that we’ve got all of the tools we need, we’re ready to
begin the really hard work: we have to decide what type of song we’re
going to write. This might seem like a tough choice, but in the world of
song there are really there are only three distinct types available:
1. Theme songs that play in the background whenever you walk
into a room, so that everybody knows: hey, it’s you! A favorite
variation on the Theme is the “sneaky” song, suitable for people
who like to go sneaking around on tiptoes. Burglars and wolves
favor this type of song, as does the man who makes my pizzas.
2. Whiny songs. These are often about secret, illegal
desires. Think of Dorothy wanting to go “Over the Rainbow,” a
rainbow wanting to date another rainbow3, or a sneaky pizza
man wanting to put inappropriate toppings on the pizza of his
innocent customer.
3. Burping songs (self-explanatory). Some variations of the
“burping” type are: burping on a motorcycle, nude burping, and
opera burping.

Figure 5: Opera Burping
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Especially if the first rainbow is a preppie rainbow and the second rainbow is
from ‘the wrong side of the tracks.’

Sometimes you might meet someone who will claim (usually in
a simpering voice while wearing a scarf) that they once heard a song
that falls into some other category than those outlined above. These
claims are all false! Go ahead and ask these “experts” to sing the “song”
and see what happens. Probably they’ll say they “forgot” how to “sing,”
or it will turn out that they were thinking about a burping song after
all. Remember: these people are trying to trick you. Ask yourself: “why
are they wearing a scarf anyway?” Do they have a really ugly neck? Or
perhaps is it covered with scales, like a lizard?”
These are the kinds of questions you should ask yourself, not
just while writing songs, but anytime you meet anyone who disagrees
with me.

Lyrics
So you’ve chosen your Song Type? Good! Now it’s time to
make the words that go along with your song. These are sometimes
called “lyrics.” This fact may surprise you, but every song has its very
own lyrics! It’s what makes each song different from each other; it
makes each song say, “I am me!” They might be simple (“I’m hungry,”)
or complex (“I’m hungry like the wolf,”) but they’re all lyrics.
Where do lyrics come from? Lots of places. Some come down
from the sky in a mist (see: “It’s Raining Men.”) Others come from
inside rocks, but most come from your own body! Yes, it’s
true. Scientists say that human lyrics come from the pineal gland, a
small, furry lobster which lives in your brain where it feeds on
dreams. Once a month it secretes a kind of musk that collects in the
hippocampus4 where it is spun into a sticky web of lyrics by tiny
spiders. This process happens in boys and girls, and even some grownups. What if we didn’t have lyrics? We wouldn’t be people, that’s for
sure! We’d just be skeletons. That would be sad, because then no
songs would be made, except for skeleton songs, and you have to know
how to play the banjo for those. Can you play the banjo? Me neither!
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The stern, angry hippocampus is the greatest enemy of the happy-go-lucky
pineal gland.

So, when it’s time for you to have a lyric coming on, get
ready! Put on some gloves, and be sure to grab it with both hands,
because you won’t have any more lyrics for weeks and weeks! Put it in
a jar and look at it. What kind of lyric is it? It’s probably whiny, but it
could be a burping lyric. That’s okay, since it came from you.

Figure 6: An underpaid artist's rendering of the pineal gland. Where do artists come
from? Nobody knows.

If you’re lucky, your lyric will have one or more of the ten Action
Words that you’ll find in all successful songs. Recognize them? They
are:











Loins
Heaving
Accessorize
Vengeance
De-plane
Erupt
Mossy
Bear
Squat
Harmonica

Let’s see some examples of lyrics with action words in them. Note that
the action words are underlined. How many can you spot?
WRONG: How many roads must a man walk down before they call him a
man?5
BETTER: How many loins must a man erupt, before a heaving bear will
squat? Harmonica.
BEST: Loins loins loins loins loins loins loins vengeance loins.6
The more action words you have, the better your lyric! Don’t
have any? Sorry, but you’d better wait until next month, and your next
lyric.

Music
This is the most mysterious and magical part of writing a song: setting
your lyric to music. Where does music come from? Nobody
knows. Some scientists think that the first music erupted out of the
ground millions of years ago, wiping out the dinosaurs and their
friends. In a loud and awesome explosion that would be expensive to
reproduce today, layers and layers of steaming, molten music spewed
from cracks deep in the Earth’s crust before cooling to form harmonious
islands in the angry, atonal oceans. Later, huge, ferocious lizards known
as Duran Duran crawled up from the sea to live on these islands, where
they began to devour each other and invent makeup. Millions of years
later, their descendants still roam jungles and fancy high schools today.
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Note the total lack of action words in this lyric! Who wrote this? Probably
some hobo.
6
From the third verse of “The Star-Spangled Banner.”

Figure 7: Duran Duran

These days, most new music is sucked out of the Earth by huge
machines and is very expensive. For the “average” songwriter, it is more
practical to acquire “pre-owned” or “recycled” music scavenged from
places where it is known to congeal in commercial-grade
concentrations. Some of these are:







Truck stops
Carousels
Goth birthday parties
Children’s dreams
The YMCA
Paul McCartney’s bandana

You might even find some music hiding in the forest, behind tall
buildings, or in your brother’s bedroom. Go on, take a look. Does your
brother really need all of that stuff of his in there? No, but you do! You
might even find some pants or money that you need more than he
does--that’s all part of being a songwriter. However you do it, finding

your own music can be both exciting and a little scary, especially if your
brother catches you.

Putting It All Together
So now you have (a) your lyric and (b) your
music. Congratulations! Now it’s time to mix them together and make
a fresh, buttery new song. But does anyone really think that lyrics and
music can be trusted to come together and make songs, all by
themselves?
No, nobody thinks that.
In fact, if you were to leave your lyrics and music unattended on your
kitchen table, they would soon be attacked by all sorts of germs and
diseases. They would quickly wilt, spoil, and finally become a filthy
puddle of mossy slime. If you tried to make a song out of that mess,
you’d be sorry! No songs can be made from slime except for slime
songs and folk music, which is strictly regulated by the government and
may cause serious illness if not handled correctly. Remember: if you’re
playing with folk music, you’re playing with death.
Instead, your lyrics and music should be crushed and mixed with a
hot, salty substance, then sealed in vats and buried in the ground for up
to 72 days. Some experts recommend adding spices or other tasty
additives to the mixture to impart a particular musical “flavor” to your
song. Some examples are:
Additive
Bouillon
Potpourri
Pine needles
Ham
Schnapps
Mist, or a synthesizer

Musical Flavor
Jazz
Smooth jazz
Country rock
Light classical
Progressive metal
Enya

How long should you leave the vat sealed? It depends; as always, timing
is important. If you’re impatient and unseal the vat before the song is
fully brewed, you’ll only get a brief harmonica solo. Leave it for too

long, your song will over-ferment and you’ll get Prog, and nobody wants
more Prog. So the correct answer is: less than Prog.

Congratulations!
If you followed these instructions all the way to the end and did not
cheat or die, then you have successfully written your very first
song! Was it as hard as you thought it would be? Yes, it was. But it was
all worth it, because now you’ve got a song that you can hum endlessly
or put up on your mantelpiece and show to your friends. It might be
irritating or boring, but it’s yours. Your friends will wish that they had a
song of their very own, too! They’re always wishing they had things
that belong to you; that’s why they’re your friends. Watch out for
them, especially the sneaky one with the glasses. Maybe he needs his
own “sneaky” song! But then again, that’s another song for another
month.
Until then: bye.

Further Reading
Thank you for following the instructions in this guide. If you enjoyed the
experience of writing your very own song, you may enjoy these other
fine entries in our How To series:
How to Mow Your Own Lawn
How to Ask For Something Politely
How to Feign Indifference
How to Mumble Indistinctly and Get Quieter and Quieter When Your
Parents Ask You to Speak Up
How to Survive an Attack by Attractive People
How to Dress For Occult Success
How to Communicate With Your Employees via Deafening Loudspeaker
How to Enrage a Lunatic Idiot
How to Upgrade Your Wardrobe: Poncho Edition
How to Tell Your Past Lives To Shut Up Already

